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a b s t r a c t
The classical a posteriori error estimates are mostly oriented to the use in the finite
element h-methodswhile the contemporary higher-order hp-methods usually require new
approaches in a posteriori error estimation. These methods hold a very important position
among adaptive numerical procedures for solving ordinary as well as partial differential
equations arising from various technical applications.
In the paper, we are concerned with a review and comparison of error estimation
procedures for the biharmonic and some more general fourth order partial differential
problems with special regards to the needs of the hp-method. We point out some
advantages and drawbacks of analytical and computational a posteriori error estimates.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The development of numerical computation has been accompanied with the construction of a priori error estimates as
both the approximate result and its error (or some estimate of its error) are important quantities. These error estimates
are very useful in theory but usually include constants that are completely unknown and can be estimated in rare cases. In
particular, the development of adaptive finite element methods stimulated the development of reliable and computable a
posteriori error indicators and estimators that depend only on the approximate solution just computed. This is the means for
the local mesh refinement in the h-version, for the increase of the polynomial degree in the p-version, and for both themesh
refinement and polynomial degree increase in the hp-version.
We introduce several a posteriori error estimators in the paper to assess the error of the approximate solution. The quality
of such an estimator is often measured by its effectivity index, i.e. the ratio of some norm of the error estimate and the true
error. Of course, the effectivity index can be computed only for those problems for which the exact solution is known [1]. An
error estimator is called effective if both its effectivity index and the inverse of the index remain bounded for all meshsizes
of triangulation. It is called asymptotically exact if its effectivity index converges to 1 as the meshsize tends to 0.
The hp-adaptive computation is mostly carried out using the following general scheme:
1. Generate the initial mesh Th, h being the maximum size of all elements of the mesh.
2. Solve the problem on Th.
3. Compute the (global) error estimate. If the estimate is below the tolerance given, stop.
4. Compute an (analytical or computational) error indicator ηT for every element T ∈ Th.
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5. Construct a newmesh Th, whereh is the maximum size of all elements of this newmesh, by refining some elements and
by increasing polynomial degrees of some elements in the parts of the domain with the largest error indicated.
6. Replace Th by Th and go to Step 2.
The stopping criterion in Step 3 can be modified properly if the adaptivity required is goal-oriented.
Note that a posteriori error estimation plays two different roles: in Step 3 it helps decidewhen to stop the algorithmwhile
in Step 4 it indicates where the mesh should be refined or polynomial degree increased. In practice, the same error indicator is
often used for both the purposes. This, however, may not always be optimal, in particular for problems with non-local error
sources (pollution error). Such a situation can occur also in coupled PDE systems.
In Step 3, the (possibly global) error estimator should provide a guaranteed error upper bound, i.e., to guarantee that the
actual error is below the tolerance given. On the other hand, the (local) error indicator in Step 4 need not be guaranteed. It
should assume large values in areas that cause the largest error (which need not always be the areas where the largest error
occurs).
Computational estimates (based on reference solutions) in Step 4 are usually obtained by solving the problem in a
systematically refinedmesh and, at the same time,with the polynomial degree of all elements increased by 1 (see, e.g., [2,3]).
Undoubtedly, obtaining efficient and computable a posteriori error estimates is not easy. (Computable means in this
context that the degree of piecewise polynomials approximating the solution is high enough.) Analytical estimates need
not be the sharpest. The local nature of the estimates is very advantageous. It provides for the local mesh refinement or the
local increase of the polynomial degree and usually implies lower time requirements of the computation. The papers [4,5]
by Babuška and Rheinboldt represent the pioneering work in this field. The books [6] or [7] are surveys of the state of the
art a few years ago.
There are several classes of a posteriori error indicators and estimators based on different approaches and their names
slightly vary in the literature. Let us name residual estimators: explicit, implicit (based on the solution of local problems), and
hierarchic (multilevel) estimators, further also gradient recovery based estimators (that employ the averaging of gradient),
and some other. They can, e.g., use the mixed finite element formulation of the problem or utilize functional-analytical
properties of the approximate solution constructed.
In the paper, we are concerned with several formulations of the biharmonic problem and a general 4th order elliptic
problem on a 2D domain: a Dirichlet problem for biharmonic equation (Section 3), a mixed formulation of the same
problem (Section 4), a second problem (with the homogeneous boundary condition for the solution u as well the function
1u) for the same biharmonic equation (Section 5), and a Dirichlet problem for a more general 4th order elliptic equation
(Section 6).We present analytical a posteriori error estimates of different nature found in literature for the abovementioned
problems and, in Section 7, we assess the advantages and drawbacks of the analytical as well as computational estimates in
general.
2. Notation and preliminaries
Some common notation is introduced in this section. We write C(S) for the space of all functions continuous on the set
S and Cm(S) for that of all functions continuous together with theirm derivatives.
Let Ω ⊂ Rn, n ≥ 2, be a connected bounded domain with boundary Γ . We use the notation ∥ · ∥0 for the L2(Ω) norm,
∥ · ∥∞ for the L∞(Ω) norm, and ∥ · ∥1 and ∥ · ∥2 for the H1(Ω) and H2(Ω) norms for real scalar, vector, and matrix-valued
functions. Analogically, we introduce the seminorm | · |k in the space Hk(Ω).
In this connection, we need some simple definitions. Let F = [fi] and G = [gi] be two n-vectors from Rn. We introduce
their inner product F · G ∈ R by
F · G =
n
i=1
figi.
Moreover, letΦ = [ϕik] and Ψ = [ψik] be two n× nmatrices,Φ,Ψ ∈ Rn×n. We introduce their elementwise matrix product
(double-dot product)Φ ⊙ Ψ ∈ R by
Φ ⊙ Ψ =
n
i=1
n
k=1
ϕikψik
and the Frobenius or Schur norm [8] of the matrixΦ as ∥Φ∥F =
√
Φ ⊙ Φ . We write
tr(Φ) =
n
i=1
ϕii
for the trace of the matrixΦ and
(Φ,Ψ )0 =

Ω
Φ ⊙ Ψ
for the L2 inner product of the matricesΦ and Ψ .
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The norm or seminorm may be restricted to any open set ω ⊂ Ω with Lipschitz boundary γ . We write ∥ · ∥0;ω for the
L2(ω) norm, ∥ · ∥1;ω for the H1(ω) norm, etc., and ∥ · ∥0;γ for the L2(γ ) norm. OnΩ ,ω, and γ , we further consider the spaces
W k,s(Ω), W k,s(ω), and Ls(γ ) with an integer k and 1 ≤ s ≤ ∞. We also employ the spaces H10 (Ω), H20 (Ω), etc. and the
adjoint spaces H−k(Ω), k > 0, of linear functionals. We often omit the symbolΩ ifΩ is the domain concerned.
We use the notation
div A = ∇ · A =
n
s=1
∂as
∂xs
∈ R
for the divergence of a differentiable vector-valued function A = [a1, . . . , an]. We put ∇A = ∇ ⊗ A ∈ Rn×n, where ⊗ is
the tensor product, for the vector-valued function A and ∇b = grad b ∈ Rn for the gradient of a differentiable scalar-valued
function b. Further, for a differentiable matrix-valued functionΘ = [ϑij]ni,j=1 we introduce its divergence as a vector-valued
function
DivΘ = ∇ ·Θ =
n
j=1
∂ϑij
∂xj
∈ Rn.
Let Rn×ns be the space of real symmetric n × n matrices. We consider also the space H(div,Ω) = {Y ∈ L2(Ω, Rn) |
div Y ∈ L2(Ω)} of vector-valued functions Y and the space H(Div,Ω) = {Θ ∈ L2(Ω, Rn×ns ) | DivΘ ∈ L2(Ω, Rn)} of
symmetric matrix-valued functionsΘ .
For a matrix-valued functionΦ : Ω → Rn×n,Φ = [ϕik], we put
div2Φ =
n
i=1
n
k=1
∂2ϕik
∂xi∂xk
∈ R
provided these derivatives exist.
Finally, let
H(div2,Ω) = {Φ ∈ L2(Ω, Rn×n) | div2Φ ∈ L2(Ω)},
H(div Div,Ω) = {Φ ∈ L2(Ω, Rn×ns ) | div DivΦ ∈ L2(Ω)}
be the spaces of matrix-valued and symmetric matrix-valued functions, respectively.
Symbols c, c1, . . . are generic. They may represent different quantities (depending possibly on other quantities) at
different occurrences.
Finite element mesh notation
The notation is based mostly on [9]. Let F = {Th}h→0 be a family of triangulations Th ofΩ . For any triangle T ∈ Th we
denote by hT its diameter, while h indicates the maximum size of all the triangles in the mesh. We further denote by ρT the
diameter of the largest ball inscribed into T and by |T | the area of T . Let E(T ) be the set of all edges and N (T ) the set of all
nodes of T . We set
Eh =

T∈Th
E(T ), Nh =

T∈Th
N (T ).
We split Eh in the form Eh = Eh,Ω ∪ Eh,Γ (cf. [10]) with
Eh,Ω = {E ∈ Eh | E ⊂ Ω}, Eh,Γ = {E ∈ Eh | E ⊂ Γ }.
For T ∈ Th we define
ωT =

E(T )∩E(T ′)≠∅
T ′. (2.1)
The length of E ∈ Eh is denoted by hE . Further, with every edge E ∈ Eh we associate a unit normal vector nE [10]. If
E ∈ Eh,Γ then nE is equal to the unit outer normal vector to Γ . If E ∈ Eh,Ω the choice of the outer direction of nE is arbitrary
but fixed.
Let T+ and T− be any two triangles with a common edge E ∈ Eh,Ω , the subscripts + and − being chosen in such a way
that the unit outer normal to T− at E corresponds to nE . Given a piecewise continuous scalar-valued function w on Ω , call
w+ orw− its tracew|T+ orw|T− on E. The jump ofw across E in the direction of nE is given by
[w]E = w+ − w−. (2.2)
For a vector-valued function, the jump is defined componentwise.
Further, we write Pk(T ) for the space of polynomials of degree k on T . Finally, let fh be an approximation of a function
f ∈ L2(Ω) on a triangle T ∈ Th. We then put
eT = ∥f − fh∥0;T . (2.3)
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3. Dirichlet problem for biharmonic equation
Problem
Let the domainΩ ⊂ R2 have a polygonal boundary Γ . We consider the two-dimensional biharmonic problem
∆2u = f inΩ, (3.1)
u = ∂u
∂n
= 0 on Γ (3.2)
with f ∈ L2(Ω) that models, e.g., the vertical displacement of the mid-surface of a clamped plate subject to bending.
Weak solution
Let X and Y be two Banach spaces with norms ∥ · ∥X and ∥ · ∥Y . LetL(X, Y ) denote the Banach space of continuous linear
maps of X on Y and Isom(X, Y ) ⊂ L(X, Y ) an open subset of linear homeomorphisms of X onto Y . Let Y ∗ = L(Y , R) be the
dual space of Y and ⟨·, ·⟩ the corresponding duality pairing.
Let us put, in particular,
X = Y = H20 (Ω), ∥ · ∥X = ∥ · ∥Y = ∥ · ∥2,
⟨F(u), v⟩ =

Ω
1u1v −

Ω
f v. (3.3)
We then say that u ∈ X is the weak solution of the problem (3.1), (3.2) if
⟨F(u), v⟩ = 0 (3.4)
for all v ∈ Y .
Since the bilinear form
{u, v} →

Ω
1u1v
is continuous and coercive on X (cf. [9]) we have DF(u) ∈ Isom(X, Y ∗) for all u ∈ X , where DF is the derivative.
Approximate solution
Let F = {Th}h→0 be a regular family of triangulations of Ω (see, e.g., [9]). For the discretization of the problem (3.1),
(3.2) we assume that Xh ⊂ X and Yh ⊂ Y are C1 finite element spaces corresponding to Th and consisting of piecewise
polynomials. These conditions imply in particular that the functions in Xh and Yh are of class C1. Denote by k, k ≥ 1, the
maximum polynomial degree of the functions in Xh. Further, put
fh =

T∈Th
πl,T f ,
where Pl, l ≥ 0 fixed, is the space of polynomials of degree at most l and πl,S , S ∈ Th∪Eh, is the L2 projection of the Lebesgue
space L1(S) onto Pl|S .
Replacing f in the definition (3.3) by fh to get the functional Fh, we say that uh ∈ Xh is the approximate solution of the
problem (3.1), (3.2) if
⟨Fh(uh), vh⟩ = 0
for all vh ∈ Yh.
Error indicator
Using the notation (2.3) for eT and defining the local residual a posteriori error indicator
ηV,T =
h4T∥∆2uh − fh∥20;T + 
E∈E(T )∩Eh,Ω
(hE∥[1uh]E∥20;E + h3E∥[nE · ∇1uh]E∥20;E)
1/2
for all T ∈ Th, we have the following theorem [10].
Theorem 3.1. Let u ∈ X be the unique weak solution of the problem (3.1), (3.2), i.e. of (3.4), and let uh ∈ Xh be an approximate
solution of the corresponding discrete problem. Then we have the a posteriori estimates
∥u− uh∥2 ≤ c1

T∈Th
η2V,T
1/2
+ c2

T∈Th
h4T e
2
T
1/2
+ c3∥F(uh)− Fh(uh)∥Y∗h + c4∥Fh(uh)∥Y∗h
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and
ηV,T ≤ c5∥u− uh∥2;ωT + c6

T ′⊂ωT
h4T ′e
2
T ′
1/2
for all T ∈ Th. The quantities ∥F(uh) − Fh(uh)∥Y∗h and ∥Fh(uh)∥Y∗h represent the consistency error of the discretization and the
residual of the discrete problem, and the quantities c1, . . . , c6 may depend only on hT/ρT , and the integers k and l.
The proof is given in [10]. This estimate is likely to be the first a posteriori error estimate for 4th order problems published.
Remark 3.1. In order to avoid the use of C1 elements it is possible to consider mixed finite element approximations of the
problem (3.1), (3.2) obtained from the weak formulation of an appropriate 2nd order elliptic system, see Sections 4 and
5. This discretization involves only C0 elements and a posteriori error estimates can be constructed using the means for
standard 2nd order problems.
4. Dirichlet problem for biharmonic equation in mixed finite element formulation
Problem
Let the domainΩ ⊂ R2 be a convex polygon with boundary Γ . We consider the two-dimensional biharmonic problem
∆2u = f inΩ, (4.1)
u = ∂u
∂n
= 0 on Γ (4.2)
with f ∈ L2(Ω) that serves both for linear plate analysis and incompressible flow simulation. The same problem with
f ∈ H−1(Ω) is treated in [11].
Weak solution
Put V = H10 (Ω) and X = H1(Ω) and define the continuous bilinear forms
a(w, z) =

Ω
wz on X × X and b(z, u) =

Ω
∇z · ∇u on X × V
with scalar-valued functions u,w, and z.
The Ciarlet–Raviart weak formulation [12] of (4.1) and (4.2) then reads: Find {w, u} ∈ X × V such that
a(w, z)+ b(z, u) = 0 for all z ∈ X, (4.3)
b(w, v)+

Ω
f v = 0 for all v ∈ V . (4.4)
This mixed variational formulation is known to be ill-posed. Nevertheless, the existence and uniqueness of the solution
{w = 1u, u} of the problem (4.3) and (4.4) are proven in [13].
Approximate solution
We construct the conforming second order discretization according to [14]. We assume thatF = {Th}h→0 is a uniformly
regular family of triangulations of Ω (i.e., it is regular and satisfies the inverse assumption, see [9], to guarantee that the
inequality (4.5) holds), even though it is not easy to satisfy this assumption in the presence of mesh refinements. In the
sequel,Πh denotes the L2 orthogonal projection on the set of piecewise constant functions on the triangulations.
The finite element spaces Xh and Vh are then
Xh = {xh ∈ X | xh|T ∈ P2(T ) for all T ∈ Th},
Vh = {vh ∈ V | vh|T ∈ P2(T ) for all T ∈ Th}.
Our assumption of uniform regularity of the triangulation family F implies that there is a positive constant c such that
the inverse inequality
|xh|m;T ≤ chl−m|xh|l;T (4.5)
holds for all integers l andm, l ≤ m, and all xh ∈ Xh and T ∈ Th.
The discrete formulation of the problem (4.3) and (4.4) now reads: Find {wh, uh} ∈ Xh × Vh such that
a(wh, zh)+ b(zh, uh) = 0 for all zh ∈ Xh, (4.6)
b(wh, vh)+

Ω
f vh = 0 for all vh ∈ Vh. (4.7)
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Error indicators
Let eT be given by (2.3) where we put fh = Πhf . For the local residuals we use the notation
PT (uh) = −1uh + wh, RT (wh) = −1wh + fh,
PE(uh) =

∂uh
∂nE

E
, RE(wh) =

∂wh
∂nE

E
.
If E ∈ Eh,Γ the definition (2.2) of jump holds but we assume that the value outsideΩ is zero. We introduce the local residual
a posteriori error indicators
η2C,T = |T | ∥PT (uh)∥20;T +
1
2

E∈E(T )
hE∥PE(uh)∥20;E,
η2C,T = |T | ∥RT (uh)∥20;T + 12 E∈E(T )∩Eh,Ω hE∥RE(uh)∥20;E + |T |e2T .
Then the following theorem holds [11].
Theorem 4.1. Let {w, u} ∈ X × V be the unique weak solution of the problem (4.1) and (4.2), i.e. of (4.3) and (4.4), and
let {wh, uh} ∈ Xh × Vh be an approximate solution of the corresponding discrete problem (4.6) and (4.7). Then we have the a
posteriori estimates
∥u− uh∥1 + h∥w − wh∥0 ≤ C1

T∈Th
η2C,T
1/2
+ h2

T∈Th
η2C,T
1/2
with some positive constant C1 independent of h and
ηC,T + h2TηC,T ≤ C2

|u− uh|1;ωT + hT∥w − wh∥0;ωT + h3T

T ′⊂ωT
eT ′

for T ∈ Th and with some positive constant C2 independent of h.
The proof is given in [11].
5. Second problem for biharmonic equation in mixed finite element formulation
Problem
Let the domain Ω ⊂ R2 be a convex polygon with boundary Γ . We consider the two-dimensional second biharmonic
problem
∆2u = f inΩ, (5.1)
u = 1u = 0 on Γ (5.2)
with f ∈ L2(Ω) that models the deformation of a simply supported thin elastic plate. Putting w = 1u, we can rewrite the
problem (5.1), (5.2) as the system of two Poisson equations, both with the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition,
1w = f inΩ,
1u = w inΩ,
u = w = 0 on Γ .
Weak solution
Put V = H10 (Ω) and define the continuous bilinear forms
a(w, z) =

Ω
wz and b(z, u) =

Ω
∇z · ∇u on V × V
with scalar-valued functions u,w, and z.
The Ciarlet–Raviart weak formulation [12] of (5.1) and (5.2) then reads: Find {w, u} ∈ V × V such that
a(w, z)+ b(z, u) = 0 for all z ∈ V , (5.3)
b(w, v)+

Ω
f v = 0 for all v ∈ V . (5.4)
Approximate solution
Let F = {Th}h→0 be a quasi-uniform family of triangular or rectangular partitions ofΩ [6]. Put
Vh = {z ∈ C(Ω) | z|T ∈ Pk(T ), k ≥ 1, for all T ∈ Th} ∩ H10 (Ω).
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The discrete formulation of the problem (5.3) and (5.4) now reads: Find {wh, uh} ∈ Vh × Vh such that
a(wh, zh)+ b(zh, uh) = 0 for all zh ∈ Vh, (5.5)
b(wh, vh)+

Ω
f vh = 0 for all vh ∈ Vh. (5.6)
Error estimator
Let the basis function vh,N from Vh be associated with the node N ∈ Nh,Ω = Nh ∩ Ω . Put ωN = supp vh,N , hN =
maxT⊂ωN hT , and introduce the quantities
ε21 =

N∈Nh,Ω
h2N

ωN
[( f − f N)2 + (wh − (wh)N)2 + (1wh − (1wh)N)2 + (1uh − (1uh)N)2],
ε22 =

T∈Th
h2T

T
[( f − f T )2 + (wh − (wh)T )2],
where
qN = |ωN |−1

ωN
q, qT = |T |−1

T
q.
We introduce the gradient recovery operator Gvh : Vh → Vh × Vh in the following way [15]. Assume that
vh(x) =

N∈Nh,Ω
βNvh,N(x), x ∈ Ω,
with some coefficients βN and putGvh,N = 
T∩ωN ≠∅
αTN(∇vh,N)|T , where

T∩ωN ≠∅
αTN = 1
and 0 ≤ αTN ≤ 1 are chosen weights. Note that the vector ∇vh,N is constant on each triangle. Finally we set
Gvh(x) =

N∈Nh,Ω
Gvh,Nvh,N(x), x ∈ Ω.
Define the gradient recovery a posteriori error estimator
ε2L =

T∈Th
(∥Gwh −∇wh∥20;T + ∥Guh −∇uh∥20;T ).
Then the following theorem holds [15].
Theorem 5.1. Let {w, u} ∈ V × V be the unique weak solution of the problem (5.1) and (5.2), i.e. of (5.3) and (5.4), and let
{wh, uh} ∈ Vh×Vh be an approximate solution of the corresponding discrete problem (5.5) and (5.6). Thenwe have the a posteriori
estimates
cε2L − C2ε22 ≤ |w − wh|21 + |u− uh|21 ≤ Cε2L + C1ε21
with some positive constants c, C , C1, and C2 independent of h.
The proof is given in [15].
6. Dirichlet problem for fourth order elliptic equation
Problem
Let D2u denote the Hessian matrix of a function u : Ω → R, u ∈ H2(Ω). Let the matrix-valued function Λ = [λik],
Λ : Ω × Rn×n → Rn×n be measurable and bounded with respect to the variable x ∈ Ω and of class C2 with respect to the
matrix variableΘ ∈ Rn×n.
Let the domainΩ ⊂ Rn have a piecewise C1 boundary. We consider the fourth order problem
div2Λ(x,D2u) = f inΩ, (6.1)
u = ∂u
∂n
= 0 on Γ (6.2)
with f ∈ L2(Ω).
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Weak solution
Let us assume that the Jacobian arrays
Λ′(x,Θ) = ∂Λ(x,Θ)
∂Θ
=

∂λrs(x,Θ)
∂ϑik
n
i,k,r,s=1
∈ R(n×n)2
are symmetric, i.e. ∂λrs/∂ϑik = ∂λik/∂ϑrs for all i, k, r, s, and that there are constants 0 < m ≤ M such that
m∥Φ∥2F ≤ (Λ′(x,Θ)Φ)⊙ Φ ≤ M∥Φ∥2F for all x ∈ Ω, Θ,Φ ∈ Rn×n. (6.3)
Further let the mappingΛ′ : Ω × Rn×n → R(n×n)2 be Lipschitz continuous in the matrix variableΘ ∈ Rn×n with a Lipschitz
constant L.
It can be shown [16] that the counterpart of the Friedrichs inequality is
∥w∥0 ≤ CΩ∥D2w∥0 (6.4)
for allw ∈ H20 (Ω) and a suitable constant CΩ > 0. Let us introduce some more notation. We writeΛ−1 for the inverse ofΛ
with respect toΘ ∈ Rn×n, i.e.
Λ(x,Θ) = Φ ⇒ Λ−1(x,Φ) = Θ.
Λ−1 exists by virtue of the assumptions onΛ andΛ′ [16].
The above assumptions imply that the problem (6.1), (6.2) has a unique weak solution u ∈ H20 (Ω) that satisfies
Ω
Λ(x,D2u)⊙ D2v −

Ω
f v = 0 for all v ∈ H20 (Ω).
Error estimators
Let u¯ be a function from H20 (Ω) considered as an approximation of the weak solution u. In [16], no specification of the
way u¯ has been computed is required, it is just an arbitrary function of the admissible class.
We measure the error of the approximate solution u¯ by the functional
E(u¯) =

Ω
(Λ(x,D2u¯)−Λ(x,D2u))⊙ (D2u¯− D2u)
=

Ω
Λ(x,D2u¯)⊙ (D2u¯− D2u)−

Ω
f (u¯− u).
According to [16], the inequality
∥u¯− u∥22 ≤ mE(u¯)
holds with the positive constantm from (6.3).
Define the global a posteriori error estimator
εK(Ψ , w, u¯) =

m−1/2CΩ∥div2Ψ − f ∥0 + 12 Lm
−3/2δ(Ψ , w, u¯)+ ((Λ(x,D2u¯)− Ψ ,D2u¯−Λ−1(x,Ψ ))0
+ 1
2
Lm−1δ(Ψ , w, u¯)∥D2u¯−Λ−1(x,Ψ )∥0)1/2
2
, (6.5)
where
δ(Ψ , w, u¯) = (M∥Λ−1(x,Ψ )− D2w∥0 + CΩ∥div2Ψ − f ∥0)∥D2u¯−Λ−1(x,Ψ )∥∞.
Ψ ∈ H(div2,Ω)∩L∞(Ω, Rn×n) is an arbitrarymatrix-valued function andw ∈ H20 (Ω) an arbitrary scalar-valued function,m
andM are the constants from (6.3), CΩ from (6.4), and L the Lipschitz continuity constant ofΛ′. Then the following theorem
holds [16].
Theorem 6.1. Let u ∈ H20 (Ω) be the unique weak solution of the problem (6.1), (6.2) and u¯ ∈ W 2,∞(Ω) an arbitrary function.
Then
E(u¯) ≤ εK(Ψ , w, u¯)
for any Ψ ∈ H(div2,Ω) ∩ L∞(Ω, Rn×n) andw ∈ H20 (Ω).
The proof of the theorem is based on a more general statement proven in [16].
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Remark 6.1. Following [17], the term CΩ∥div2Ψ − f ∥0 in the expression (6.5) can be replaced by
CΩ∥divΨ − V∥0 + CΩ∥div V − f ∥0,
where V ∈ H(div,Ω) is some further arbitrary vector-valued function and the assumption on Ψ can be weakened to the
condition that the individual rows of Ψ belong to H(div,Ω).
To avoid the computation of Λ−1 we can introduce another global a posteriori error estimator εK(Φ, w, u¯), where
Φ = Λ−1(x,Ψ ), i.e. Ψ = Λ(x,Φ), and reformulate Theorem 6.1. Put
εK(Φ, w, u¯) = m−1/2CΩ∥div2Λ(x,Φ)− f ∥0 + 12 Lm−3/2δ(Φ, w, u¯)+

(Λ(x,D2u¯)
− Λ(x,Φ),D2u¯− Φ)0 + 12 Lm
−1δ(Φ, w, u¯)∥D2u¯− Φ∥01/22 ,
whereδ(Φ, w, u¯) = (M∥Φ − D2w∥0 + CΩ∥div2Λ(x,Φ)− f ∥0)∥D2u¯− Φ∥∞.
Φ ∈ L∞(Ω, Rn×n) is an arbitrary matrix-valued function such thatΛ(x,Φ) ∈ H(div2,Ω),w ∈ H20 (Ω) is an arbitrary scalar-
valued function,m andM are the constants from (6.3), CΩ from (6.4), and L the Lipschitz continuity constant ofΛ′. Then the
following two theorems proven in [16] hold.
Theorem 6.2. Let u ∈ H20 (Ω) be the unique weak solution of the problem (6.1), (6.2) and u¯ ∈ W 2,∞(Ω) an arbitrary function.
Then
E(u¯) ≤εK(Φ, w, u¯)
for anyΦ ∈ L∞(Ω, Rn×n) such that Λ(x,Φ) ∈ H(div2,Ω) andw ∈ H20 (Ω).
Theorem 6.3. If the weak solution u ∈ W 2,∞(Ω) then the estimator ηK of (6.5) is sharp, i.e.
min
Ψ∈H(div2,Ω)∩L∞(Ω,Rn×n), w∈H20
εK(Ψ , w, u¯) = E(u¯).
7. Conclusion
Automatic hp-adaptivity belongs to the most advanced topics in the higher-order finite element technology and it is
subject to active research. We refer to, e.g., [2,18,3] and references therein.
We have met, in the individual sections of the paper, several analytical a posteriori error indicators and estimators that
appear in inequalities, usually with some unknown constants on the right-hand part. They are easily computable from the
approximate solution only, the computation is fast (i.e. cheap), but their quantitative properties cannot be easily assessed.
Some analytical error estimators are constructed only for the lowest-order polynomial approximation.
There are, however, global analytical error estimates for some classes of problems (see, e.g., [16,17,19]) that require as
few unknown constants as possible. Moreover, some papers provide for the estimation of these constants. Exceptionally,
there are analytical estimates containing really no unknown constants (see, e.g., [20] for a 2D linear 2nd order elliptic
problem).
The best situation (cf. nonlinear parabolic equations) occurs if the analytical estimator is asymptotically exact. However,
the asymptotic exactness of estimator could be of little practical advantage. Fortunately enough, a lot of asymptotically
exact estimators behave on many classes of problems very properly: they give sharp estimates not only in the limit, but for
particular finite h, too.
The automatic hp-adaptivity givesmany h as well p possibilities for the next step of the solution process. A single number
provided by the analytical a posteriori error estimator for each mesh element need not be enough information for the
decision. This is the reason for using the computational error estimate (reference solution), that is employed as the standard
approach also in solving ordinary differential equations.
The computation of the reference solution is rather time-consuming but need not be carried out at each step of the
adaptive solution process. The reference solution is obtained by the same software that is used to compute the approximate
solution. Reference solutions are used as robust error estimators to control the adaptive (in particular, hp-adaptive)
strategies.
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